Abstract. It is known that the behavior of non-deterministic functions with call-time choice semantics, present in current functional logic languages, is not well described by usual approaches to reduction like ordinary term rewriting systems or λ-calculus. The presence of HO features makes things more difficult, since reasoning principles that are essential in a standard (i.e., deterministic) functional setting, like extensionality, become wrong. In this paper we propose HOlet-rewriting, a notion of rewriting with local bindings that turns out to be adequate for programs with HO non-deterministic functions, as it is shown by strong equivalence results with respect to HOCRWL, a previously existing semantic framework for such programs. In addition, we give a sound and complete notion of HOlet-narrowing, we show by a case study the usefulness of the achieved combination of semantic and reduction notions, and finally we prove within our framework that a standard approach to the implementation of HO features, namely translation to FO, is still valid for HO nondeterministic functions.
Introduction
Functional logic programming (FLP, for short; see [12, 14] for surveys) integrates features of logic programming and functional programming. Typically FLP adopts mostly a (lazy) functional style, thus making intensive use of higher order (HO) functions. However, most of the work about FLP focuses on first order (FO) aspects of programs, thus limiting the applicability of results. This is not a satisfactory situation, especially taking into account that the presence of functions that are at the same time HO and non-deterministic leads to somehow surprising behaviors, as shown by the example we sent recently to the Curry mailing list [13] : Example 1. Consider the following program computing with natural numbers represented by the constructors 0 and s/1, and where + is defined as usual.
g X -> 0 f -> g f' X -> f X h X -> s 0 f -> h fadd F G X -> (F X) + (G X) fdouble F -> fadd F F Our aim in this work is to extend the notion of let -rewriting/narrowing to the HO case. We address various foundational aspects -definition of HOlet -rewriting and equivalence wrt the declarative semantics given by HOCRWL (Sect. 3), HOlet -narrowing and its soundness and completeness wrt HOlet -rewriting (Sect. 4)-and also more applied aspects, as are the use of our framework to language development (Sect. 5) or the proof of correctness within our framework of a scheme of translation to FO, the basis of a standard approach [29, 9, 4] to the implementation of HO stuff in FO settings.
There are still some other important issues -evaluation strategies (including concurrency), types, constraints-that have been left out of the scope of the paper. Finally, we are not inventing HO FLP, but only contributing to some aspects of its foundation. Therefore it is not our aim in this paper convincing of the practical interest of HO FLP: other documents [16, 28, 7, 4] contain enough evidences of that. Omitted proofs can be found in [20] .
Preliminaries: HOCRWL
We present here some basic notions and new results about HOCRWL [7] .
Expressions, Patterns and Programs

We consider function symbols f, g, . . . ∈ F S, constructor symbols c, d, . . . ∈ CS, and variables X, Y, . . . ∈ V; each h ∈ F S∪CS has an associated arity, ar(h) ∈ N; F S
n (resp. CS n ) is the set of function (resp. constructor) symbols with arity n. The notation o stands for tuples of any kind of syntactic objects o. The set of applicative expressions is defined by Exp e ::= X | h | (e 1 e 2 ) . As usual, application is left associative and outer parentheses can be omitted, so that e 1 e 2 . . . e n stands for ((. . . (e 1 e 2 ) . . .) e n ). The set of variables occurring in e is written by var(e). A distinguished set of expressions is that of patterns t, s ∈ P at, defined by: t ::= X | c t 1 ] is the substitution which assigns e i ∈ Exp to the corresponding X i ∈ V. We will mostly use pattern-substitutions P Subst = {θ ∈ Subst | θ(X) ∈ P at, ∀X ∈ V}. We write for the identity substitution, dom(θ) for the domain of θ, and vRan(θ) = X∈dom(θ) var(Xθ).
As usual while describing semantics of non-strict languages, we enlarge the signature with a new 0-ary constructor symbol ⊥, which can be used to build the sets Expr ⊥ , P at ⊥ , P Subst ⊥ of partial expressions, patterns and p-substitutions resp. Partial expressions are ordered by the approximation ordering defined as the least partial ordering satisfying ⊥ e and e e ⇒ C[e] C[e ] for all e, e ∈ Exp ⊥ , C ∈ Cntxt. This partial ordering can be extended to substitutions: given θ, σ ∈ Subst ⊥ we say θ σ if Xθ Xσ for all X ∈ V.
A HOCRWL-program (or simply a program) consists of one or more program rules for each f ∈ F S n , having the form f t 1 . . . t n → r where (t 1 , . . . , t n ) is a linear (i.e. variables occur only once) tuple of (maybe HO) patterns and r is any expression. Notice that confluence or termination is not required, and that r may have variables not occurring in f t 1 . . . t n (we write vExtra(R) for such variables in a rule R). The original HOCRWL logic considered also joinability conditions in rules to achieve a better treatment of strict equality as built-in, which is a subject orthogonal to the aims of this paper. Therefore, we consider only unconditional rules.
Some related languages, like Curry, do not allow HO-patterns in left-hand sides of function definitions. We remark that all the notions and results in the paper are applicable to programs with this restriction and we stress the fact that Example 1 is one of them.
Given a program P, the set of its rule instances is
⊥ is defined similarly replacing P Subst by P Subst ⊥ . To require θ ∈ P Subst (⊥) instead of θ ∈ Subst (⊥) is essential to achieve call-time choice in the next sections.
The HOCRWL Proof Calculus [7]
The semantics of a program P is determined in HOCRWL by means of a proof calculus able to derive reduction statements of the form e t, with e ∈ Exp ⊥ and t ∈ P at ⊥ , meaning informally that t is (or approximates to) a possible value of e, obtained by evaluation of e using P under call-time choice. Besides this logical semantics, HOCRWL programs come in [7] with a model-theoretic semantics based on applicative algebras, with existence of a least Herbrand model. We will not use this aspect of the semantics here.
The HOCRWL-proof calculus is presented in Fig. 1 . We write P HOCRW L e t to express that e t is derivable in that calculus using the program P.
t}. P and HOCRWL are frequently omitted in those notations.
In Example 1 we
We will use the following (new) result stating an important compositionality property of the semantics of HOCRWL-expressions: the semantics of a whole expression depends only on the semantics of its constituents, in a particular form 
Higher Order let-rewriting
To express sharing, as is required for call-time choice, we enhance the syntax of expressions (and contexts) with a let construct for local bindings, in the spirit of [5, 22, 19] : LExp e ::= X | h | e 1 e 2 | let X = e 1 in e 2 Cntxt C ::= [ ] | C e | e C | let X = C in e | let X = e in C We consider expressions let X = e 1 in e 2 as passive and rigid. The sets F V (e) and BV (e) of free and bound variables resp. of a let -expression e are defined as:
Notice that with the given definition of F V (let X = e 1 in e 2 ) recursive letbindings are not allowed since the possible occurrences of X in e 1 are not considered as bound and therefore refer to a 'different' X. We assume appropriate renamings of bound variables ensuring that bound and free variables are kept distinct, and that whenever θ is applied to e ∈ LExp, BV (e)∩(dom(θ)∪vRan(θ)) = ∅, so that (let X = e 1 in e 2 )θ = let X = e 1 θ in e 2 θ and (
The shell of an expression, written as |e|, is a pattern containing the 'stable' outer information of e, not to be destroyed by reduction:
Notice that in FO [19] we defined |(let X = e 1 in e 2 )| = |e 2 |[X/|e 1 |] . This would lose information in the HO case: for instance, |let X = s in X 0| would be ⊥, instead of the more accurate s 0 given by the definition above.
The HOCRWL let proof calculus for proving statements e t (e ∈ LExp ⊥ , t ∈ P at ⊥ ) results from adding to Fig. 1 the rule:
It is easy to see that for programs and expressions without let s both calculi coincide, giving [ Theorem 1 does not hold as it is for let -expressions (assume, for instance, the program rule f 0 = 1 and take e ≡ f X, C ≡ let X=0 in [ ] ). However, a more limited form of compositionality will suffice to our needs:
Theorem 2 (Weak compositionality of HOCRWL let semantics) For any P and e, e ∈ LExp
⊥ : [[C [e]]] = t∈[[e]] [[C [t]]], if BV (C) ∩ F V (e) = ∅.
As a consequence, (i) [[e e ]] = t∈[[e]] [[t e ]]
(ii) Figure 2 defines the HOlet -rewriting relation → l . Rule (Fapp) uses a program rule to reduce a function application, but only when the arguments are already patterns, otherwise call-time choice would be violated. Non-pattern arguments of applications are moved to local bindings by (LetIn). Local bindings of patterns to variables are applied in (Bind), since in this case copying is harmless. (Elim) erases useless bindings. (Flat) and (LetAp) manage local bindings; they are needed to avoid some reductions to get stuck. Notice that with the variable convention, the condition Y ∈ F V (e 3 ) in (Flat) and (LetAp) would not be needed; we have written it in order to keep the rules independent of the convention. Finally, any of these rules can be applied to any subexpression by (Contx). It includes an additional technical condition to avoid undesired variable captures when (Fapp) was applied inside a surrounding context and the used program rule has extra variables. If, for instance, a program rule is f → Y, the rule (Contxt) avoids the step let X=0 in f → l let X=0 in X and also the step let X=f in X → l let X=X in X.
Rewriting with Local Bindings
The following derivation corresponds to Example 1:
(LetIn) e1 e2→ l let X = e2 in e1 X (X fresh), if e2 is an active expression, variable application, junk or let rooted expression.
e→ l e using any of the previous rules, and in case e→ l e is a (Fapp) step using (
Fig. 2. Higher order let-rewriting relation → l
Notice that the fist step is justified because f is active. In contrast, since f is a pattern, a derivation for fdouble f ' 0 could proceed as follows:
The rules of → l have been carefully tuned up to ensure that program rules are the only possible source of non-termination, as ensured by the following result. This is a natural requirement. However, at some point we will find useful to consider the more liberal relation → L obtained replacing (LetIn) by:
Adequacy of HOlet-rewriting to HOCRW L
We compare here → l to HOCRWL-derivability , proving that essentially → l gives no more (soundness) and no less (completeness) results than . As in [19] , the following notion is useful to establish soundness: The proof of this result can be easily extended to the larger relation → L (the one which uses (LetIn') instead of (LetIn)).
Regarding completeness of let-rewriting, a key in the FO case was the peeling lemma ([19] , Lemma 7), a technical result giving a kind of standard form in which the implicit or explicit sharing information contained in e ∈ Exp can be expressed. It is not obvious how to proceed in the HO case, since straightforward generalizations of the FO peeling lemma turn out to be false. However, we have found that the following weak HO version is enough for our purposes: With this result and some monotonicity properties of HOCRWL-derivability, we can prove a very technical but strong completeness result for → l wrt :
Lemma 3 (Weak peeling lemma).
Lemma 4 (Completeness lemma for HOlet-rewriting). For any program
P, e ∈ Exp and t ∈ P at ⊥ with t =⊥, the following holds: P HOCRW L e t implies e→ l * let X = a in t , for some t ∈ P at and a ⊆ Exp in such a way that t |let X = a in t | and |a i | =⊥ for all a i ∈ a. As a consequence, t t [X/ ⊥].
The condition t =⊥ is needed, as can be seen just taking P = {f → f }, e ≡ f and t ≡⊥.
From Lemma 4 we can obtain our main completeness result for → l :
Theorem 4 (Completeness of HOlet-rewriting). Let P be a program, e ∈ Exp, and t ∈ P at ⊥ . Then:
(i) P HOCRW L e t implies e→ l * e , for some e ∈ LExp such that t |e |.
Joining together the last parts of Theorems 3 and 4, we obtain a strong equivalence result for → l and :
Theorem 5 (Equivalence of HOlet-rewriting and HOCRWL) P HOCRW L e t iff e→ l * t, for any P, e ∈ Exp, and t ∈ P at.
This justifies our claim that → l is truly the reduction face of HOCRWLsemantics.
Higher Order let-narrowing
For some FLP computations rewriting is not enough, and must be lifted to some kind of narrowing; this happens when the expression being reduced contains variables for which different bindings might produce different evaluation results. Narrowing is an old subject in the fields of theorem proving and declarative programming. Since classical rewriting is not correct for call-time choice, classical narrowing cannot be either (because rewriting is a particular case of narrowing). In [18] we proposed a notion of narrowing adequate to FO let -rewriting, and now we extend it to HO. As happens in [7, 4] , HOlet -narrowing may bind variables to HO-patterns. Figure 3 contains the rules for the one-step HOlet -narrowing relation e l θ e , expressing that e is narrowed to e producing the substitution θ ∈ P Subst. In (X) we collect those cases of HOlet -rewriting corresponding also to narrowing steps with empty substitution. (Narr) is the proper rule of narrowing for function application; it may produce HO bindings if the used program rule has HO patterns. Notice that, for the sake of generality, we do not require that θ is a mgu. (VAct) and (VBind) are rules producing HO bindings for flexible expressions (or subexpressions, in the case of (VBind)). We have preferred this pair of rules instead of the rule
(VNarr) X e L [X/t] t (e[X/t]), for any t ∈ P at
which is simpler, but also 'wilder' because it creates a larger search space. Finally, (Contxt) is a contextual rule where, as in [18] , it is crucial to protect bound variables from narrowing (condition (i)) and to avoid variable capture (condition (ii), automatically fulfilled if mgu's are used in (Narr) and (VAct), and fresh shallow patterns -i.e., of the form h X 1 . . . X n -in (VBind)).
Taking Example 1, a narrowing derivation for fdouble F 0 would start with some (X) 'rewriting' steps:
At this point, notice first that we cannot narrow on X, because it is a bound variable. Instead, we can apply (VAct+Contx):
Other similar derivations using (VAct+Contx) would bind F to h (with final result s (s 0)), or to f (with possible results 0, s 0, s (s 0)). Notice that the binding X/f is not legal, since f is not a pattern.
(X) e l e if e → l e using X ∈ {Elim, Bind, F lat, LetIn, LetAp} in Figure 2 .
(Narr) f t l θ rθ, for any fresh variant (f p → r) ∈ P and θ ∈ P Subst such that f tθ ≡ f pθ. We remark that, in our untyped framework, other 'ill-typed' bindings could be tried, like F/f add 0 or F/f double. This is a symptom of known problems [4, 8] of the interaction with types of the intensional view of HO, that are partially alleviated in [4] by a typed version of a FO translation (see Sect. 6), but in general require (see [8] ) bringing types to computations, a problem yet not well solved in practice. All these type-related issues are out of the scope of the paper.
A basic fact about completeness of let -narrowing in the FO case was that e l * θ e implied eθ→ l * e , ∀θ ∈ CSubst, which is closely related to the fact that FO let -rewriting is closed under c-substitutions. None of both facts hold with HO l , → l and θ ∈ P Subst: Regarding completeness, the following lemma shows how we can lift any → l derivation to a l derivation. This is surely the most involved result in the paper. Then there exist a derivation e l * σ e and θ ∈ P Subst such that:
Lemma 6 (Lifting lemma for
Besides, the HOlet-narrowing derivation can be chosen to use mgu's at each (Narr) or (VAct) step, and fresh shallow patterns in the range for each (VBind) step.
Graphically:
With the aid of this lemma we can reach our completeness result for l :
Theorem 8 (Completeness of HOlet-narrowing wrt. HOlet-rewriting).
Let e, e ∈ LExp and θ ∈ P Subst. If eθ→ l * e , then there exist a HOlet-narrowing derivation e l * σ e and θ ∈ P Subst such that e θ ≡ e and σθ = θ[F V (e)].
A Case of Study: Correctness of Bubbling
Having equivalent notions of semantics and reduction allows to reason interchangeably at the rewriting and the semantic levels. We demonstrate the power of such technique by a case study where let-rewriting provides a good level of abstraction to formulate a new operational rule (bubbling), while the semantic point of view is appropriate for proving its correctness.
Bubbling, proposed in [3] , is an operational rule devised to improve the efficiency of functional logic computations. Its correctness was formally studied in [2] in the framework of a variant [6] of term graph rewriting.
The idea of bubbling is to concentrate all non-determinism of a system into a choice operation ? defined by the rules X ? Y → X and X ? Y → Y, and to lift applications of ? out of a surrounding context, as illustrated by the following graph transformation taken from [2] :
As it is shown in [3] , bubbling can be implemented in such a way that many functional logic programs become more efficient, but we will not deal with these issues here.
Due to the technical particularities of term graph rewriting, not only the proof of correctness, but even the definition of bubbling in [3, 2] are involved and need subtle care concerning the appropriate contexts over which choices can be bubbled. In contrast, bubbling can be expressed within our framework (moreover, generalized to HO) in a remarkably easy and abstract way as a new rewriting rule:
, for e 1 , e 2 ∈ LExp With this rule, the bubbling step corresponding to the graph transformation of the example above is:
true in c (not X) (not X) ? let X = false in c (not X) (not X)
Notice that the effect of this bubbling step is not a shortening of any existing HOlet -rewriting derivation; bubbling is indeed a genuine new rule, the correctness of which must be therefore subject of proof. Call-time choice is essential, since bubbling is not correct with respect to run-time choice: in Example 1, fdouble (g?h) 0 can be reduced with run-time choice to 0, 1 or 2, while fdouble g 0 ? fdouble h 0 leads only to 0 and 2.
The fact that bubbling preserves HOCRWL let -semantics has a simple formulation: From this and the equivalence results of Sect. 3 we obtain as immediate corollary the correctness of bubbling in terms of rewriting:
Theorem 9 (Correctness of bubbling
It is interesting to observe that most of the proof of Th. 9 consists of direct calculations with denotation of expressions, in the form of chains of equalities of denotations, justified by general properties of the semantics like Th. 1. We find this methodology quite appealing and for this reason we include (a part of) the proof. • k > 0: We reason by induction on the structure of C. The most interesting case is that of let bindings: 
Proof (For Theorem 9, Correctness of bubbling
-C ≡ let x = e in C :
Translation to First Order
Since [29] , a common technique to implement HO features in FO settings consists in a HO-to-FO translation introducing data constructors to represent partial applications and a special function @ (read apply) for reducing application of such constructors. This has been used within the context of FLP in [9, 4] . Here we adapt such a transformation to our context and provide a correctness proof with respect to the semantics of the source and object programs, given by HOCRWL and CRWL [11, 19] respectively.
Definition 2 (First order translation). Given a HOCRWL-program
. . , f p m → e m } built up over the signature Σ = F S ∪ CS, its first order translation P fo will be defined over the extended signature Σ fo = F S fo ∪ CS fo where: 
The transformed program is defined as = {0, s 0 , s, + 0 , + 1 , g 0 , h 0 , f 0 , fadd 0 , fadd 1 , fadd 2 , fdouble 0 }. The translated rules are:
And the rules for @ are:
The translation of the expressions to reduce in that example are:
In general we cannot expect to prove a statement of the form fo(e) fo(t) because fo(t) can contain calls to the function @, i.e. fo(t) might not be a FO constructor term. But the same statement makes sense in the form fo(e) fo(t) ↓ @ because fo(t) ↓ @ is a FO constructor term.
where e is any expression obtained from e by reducing some calls of @.
According to this, when proving a statement f o(e) t we can use any equivalent expression e (in the sense of previous lemma) in the left hand side and prove e t.
The correctness of the transformation can be stated then as follows: 
Conclusions
Our paper addresses the broad question: what means 'reduction' for functional logic programming?, which had no previous satisfactory answer for the combination HO + non-deterministic functions + call-time choice supported by current systems in the mainstream of the field (Curry [16] , Toy [21] ). This leads to subtle behaviors well characterized from the point of view of a declarative semantics [7] , but with no corresponding basic notion of one-step reduction. We have made a number of identifiable contributions in this sense:
• We propose a notion of rewriting with local bindings (HOlet-rewriting) suitable for a large class of HO systems (possibly non-confluent and non-terminating, allowing extra variables in right-hand sides and HOpatterns in left-hand sides).
• We have proved equivalence of HOlet -rewriting wrt to HOCRWL [7] declarative semantics. Along the way we have extended HOCRWL to cope with let s, and established new compositional properties of HOCRWL semantics.
• We have lifted HOlet -rewriting to a notion of HOlet-narrowing which is able to bind variables to patterns, even HO ones representing intensional descriptions of functions. We prove soundness and completeness of HOletnarrowing wrt. HOlet -rewriting.
• We have recast within our framework the definition and proof of correctness of bubbling, an operational rule investigated in [3, 2] using term graph rewriting techniques. Apart from extending it to HO, this case study illustrates quite well the power of using indistinctly rewriting and/or semantic-based reasoning.
• To close the panorama, we have formally proved that translation from HO to FO, a technique actually used in the implementations of FLP systems, still works properly when let -bindings with call-time choice are considered, while previous works [9, 4] consider only deterministic functions.
The first three points have been conceived as an extension to HO of our previous work on the FO case [19, 18] . However, adapting it has not been routine; on the contrary, some results have been indeed a technical challenge.
Our wish with this work, jointly with [19, 18] , is to have provided foundational pieces useful to understand how a FLP computation proceeds, serving also as suitable technical basis to address in the call-time choice context other operational issues (rewriting and narrowing strategies, residuation, program optimization, types in computations,. . . ), all of which are lines of future work.
